
DRUPAL 7 UNDERSTANDING HOOKS

A Drupal module is a collection of files containing some functionality and is written in PHP. This approach allows Drupal
core to call at specific places certain functions defined in modules and enhance the functionality of core. Hooks are how
modules can interact with the core.

This is primarily useful for themes that may wish to examine existing implementations to extract data such as
arguments so that it may properly register its own, higher priority implementations. For our example, a change
to the 'Username' title will be changed. Can you find an example of an implementation of a hook in Drupal
core? These are often paired with info hooks. One of the benefits of using the Form API to construct forms is
that any module can alter any other modules form. Description: This hook provides the necessary help and
information about module. A hook is a way to place a piece of your own custom code to be run by Drupal. It's
simple, really powerful and is at the heart of how Drupal works as a modular system. What is a hook? They
can be used to register a link to be placed in a menu. First the module is created. The page-specific help
information appears on help page. The menu definitions are passed in by reference. This hook is rarely called
for example, when modules are enabled , and its results are cached in the database. Types of hooks Generally
you can place hooks into one of three categories: Hooks that answer a question Hooks that alter existing data
Hooks that react to an action Hooks that answer questions, often referred to as "info hooks", are invoked when
some component in Drupal is gathering a list of information about a particular topic. A comment block is also
added. And mymodule. How hooks make it possible for a module to define pages, content, bundle, entity,
menu, region, table, url etc? This hook enables modules to register paths for URL handling. Thoughtfully
coded modules will have an. These hooks primarily return arrays whose structure and values are determined
by the hook definition. An example usage is also shown. The implementation contains the code you want to
run and is contained in your module. Next, in the switch statement, replace the break with a return statement
with the text to display on the help screen. Now, the plugin system generally handles this. Which one did you
find? External modules also have the power to define hooks - ctools, views and rules are examples of modules
which do this. A component may first invoke an info hook to gather a list of information, then immediately
invoke an alter hook to allow anyone to alter the list that was just created before it's used. Implement a hook :
Lookup the documentation for any hook and implement it in your module. Note: Drupal 8 has fewer info
hooks than previous versions of Drupal. Using hooks can add extra functionality or change how existing
modules work - without changing the existing code. Now, after enabling the module, you should get a help
button on the module screen. Recap In this tutorial, we learned that hooks are composed of three parts: a
name, an implementation, and a definition.


